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outlook, representing orthodox finance and capitalist bilsiness
interests yet seeking international co-operation through -the
League of Nations, it was the heir of the Liberal groups of
Thiers and Favre, the old Left-Centre. Never attaining the
party discipline of even the Republican Federation, it was a
loose bundle of fluctuating groups co-operating for electoral
purposes outside the Chamber. It was in general both anti-
Catholic and anti-Socialist. In the Chamber it consisted mainly
of groups calling themselves variously Left Republicans, Centre
Republicans, Democratic Left and Left Independents, and
tending to vote divergently on each issue.
There was normally much less cohesion among these groups
of the Right than among the parties of the Left. They had a
majority in the Chamber of 1919 partly because of the curious
working of the 1919 experiment in proportional representation
which hit the Left very hard, and partly because they were
united on the purely nationalist issues of national security and
£making Germany pay'. Conservatism in France tended to
depend more on the defences provided for it outside parlia-
ment, in the ranks ofthefonctionnaires, the Bank, and industrial
power, than on electoral or parliamentary party organization.1
The Left-Centre forces of politics found more organized
expression in the so-called 'Radical and Radical-Socialist
Party'—though here, too, fluctuating groups mattered almost
as much as the general party structure. They were the direct
heirs of the great party built up by Gambetta—the party which
founded the 'Republic of the Republicans'. They liked to
think of themselves as the descendants of the Jacobins. Cham-
pions of anti-clericalism, anti-militarism, anti-caesarism: of
Dreyfus and individual rights; of peasant proprietorship and
the 'littie man'; of the£cole unique; of Republican defence and
national security: the Radicals made themselves the voice of
both the revolutionary tradition in politics and of the middle
classes and the peasants in parliament. They represent the
1 Cf. E. Berl: op. cit., pp. 27-38 on the U.R.D. Its leader, M.
Louis Marin, escaped to England and joined General de Gaulle in
1943. F°r its period of greatest power, 1919-24, see Paul Vaucher:
Post-War France (1934), and see below, Chapter V, p. 184 f.

